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Allegiance Title Frisco Relocates to Hall Office Park  
 
 

Dallas (May 23, 2018) – Allegiance Title Company is pleased to announce its Frisco branch 
has moved operations to 3211 Internet Boulevard, Suite 130, Frisco, Texas.  Allegiance Title 
Frisco now finds itself one of 180 businesses that have chosen to office out of this growing 
office community.   
 
“We are thrilled to be a part of Hall Office Park.  This is a growing and vibrant area and we 
are seeing more and more of our customers settle into areas as far north as Celina.  Being 
in this new space affords us the opportunity to move with them and to offer a convenient 
location for their closings,” said Alicia White, senior vice president and manager for 
Allegiance Title Frisco. 
 
The new office space both increases the office footprint and supports the company’s growth 
strategy.  “Moving to Hall Office Park speaks to the significant opportunity for expansion in 
the current real estate market.  As our customer base expands into areas north of the 
metroplex, we look forward to building on this positive momentum and helping them grow 
their business.  Our commitment to our clients remains steadfast: to deliver the highest 
quality of customer service, provide the best tools, education and resources in the title 
insurance industry,” said Dawn Moore, CEO, Allegiance Title Company. 
 
Frisco was named one of the fastest growing cities in the United States by the US Census 
Bureau in May of 2017.  Great schools, a family friendly atmosphere and the influx of 
businesses moving into the area have all aided in Frisco’s growth.   
 

ABOUT ALLEGIANCE TITLE COMPANY Allegiance Title Company (http://www.allegiancetitle.com/) is an 
independent title insurance agency providing local and statewide title and settlement services for residential, 
commercial, refinance, relocation and lender markets. The company offers more than 20 convenient locations, 
serving multiple markets throughout the state of Texas. Delivering the highest standards in servicing real estate 
transactions, Allegiance Title Company remains “Your Trusted Resource for Results!” 

http://www.allegiancetitle.com/
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